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1. Introduction
Understanding the organizing features of resting  state 

brain activity is  one of the dominant themes in neuroscientific 
investigation of human cognition.  Since Biswal et al.'s  (1995) 
pioneering work demonstrating correlated spontaneous  low-
frequency blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) oscillations 
between the left and right motor cortex during rest, many 
studies have identified large, distributed,  and functionally related 
brain regions  whose low frequency BOLD signals  similarly 
oscillate in the absence of an explicit task.  Some of the most 
prominent examples of these resting  state networks are the 
ventral and dorsal attention networks  (Fox et  al., 2006), a 
default-mode network including  midline and inferior parietal 
regions  (Buckner et al.,  2008),  networks  within auditory and 
visual cortices  (Cordes et al., 2000) and a basal-ganglia network 
(Robinson et al., 2009).  The topology of these networks  exhibit 
“small-world” features  (Achard et al.,  2006).  The size of 
networks  and the strength of the correlations  that bind them 
have been linked to task performance (Hampson et al.,  2006), 
disease (for a review, see Zhang and Raichle,  2010), 
development (Fair et al., 2008)  and genetic background (Glahn 
et al., 2010). 

More recently,  and conjointly with some of these 
developments, a somewhat divergent line of research has  begun 
to show that resting-state activity (RSA) contains  information 
that is  independent of what can be observed by studying  low-
frequency BOLD oscillations or the networks  they maintain.  
Specifically,  several studies have shown the variance of BOLD 

fluctuations  within short time frames, which cannot be driven by 
low-frequency components,  contain information important for 
understanding  resting state activity (e.g., Fair et al.,  2007b; 
Hasson et al., 2009;  Garrett  et al.,  2010)  as  well as  non-random 
patterns of BOLD spikes during  rest (Morgan et al.,  2008; 
Petridou et al.,  2012;  Tagliazucchi et al., 2010, 2012).  
Developing on this  framework, we present a novel approach for 
studying dynamic components  of BOLD resting  state activity.  
As  we show,  this  method affords  new understanding  of BOLD 
dynamics  during  rest,  differentiates between modes  of resting 
state activity not identified to  date and is  correlated with both 
age and IQ.

In what follows  we briefly review empirical evidence 
highlighting the importance of BOLD signal features  that 
extend beyond low-frequency driven connectivity.  We then 
present the logic of the current method,  which is  based on 
studying peak asymmetry in BOLD resting  state signals  and its 
application to 3 resting state datasets.  After presenting the 
results, we discuss  their implications for understanding resting 
state activity and relate them to recent approaches  for 
understanding brain activity in terms of  dynamical systems.  

1.1 Information Contained in 
Higher Frequency Fluctuations.

Recent work strongly supports  the view that there is  more 
information in resting-state activity than low-frequency 
oscillation.  As  detailed below, sporadic bursts  of strong activity 
that  have typically been considered as noise have been shown to 
carry meaningful information.  Furthermore,  studies  that have 
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employed procedures  where splices from larger sections of time 
series are concatenated (thus reducing the impact of low-
frequency oscillations)  have demonstrated that variance within 
these splices  carries  meaningful information and is  associated with 
functional connectivity.  For example, Garrett et al. (2010)  showed 
that the variance of the BOLD signal within short 20sec fixation 
epochs  correlates  with chronological age.  Fair et al (2007b) found 
that established resting state connectivity patterns  are obtained by 
concatenating short BOLD time series  collected between tasks 
blocks (30sec,  17sec splices).  Similarly, Hasson et al. (2009) found 
that BOLD activity during  short rest epochs  (16sec)  was 
synchronized across cortical regions indicating that this  co-
variance was not driven by low-frequency components.  

These findings are supported by several studies  showing that 
an important aspect of resting state activity consists  of 
spontaneous  bursts of BOLD activity whose profiles  are similar to 
hemodynamic responses  evoked by external stimuli.  Patterns  of 
spontaneous  BOLD spikes during rest have been documented in 
the primary visual cortex (Wang et al.,  2008).  Spikes  were defined 
as time points where the BOLD magnitude exceeded 2 standard 
deviations from the mean.  Timing of these spikes  was  correlated 
with activity in a distributed network including visual association 
regions,  pre- and post-central gyri and inferior/middle temporal 
cortices.  Hunter et al. (2006)  used a similar criterion for studying 
spontaneous  BOLD spikes  in the primary auditory cortex during 
silent intervals  and found that the spikes correlated across  the left 
transverse temporal and superior temporal gyri (STG).  
Tagliazucchi et al. (2010)  identified spontaneous BOLD peaks  in 
the pre-central gyrus (PCG) and reported that these peaks  form 
part of a hemodynamic component highly similar to an evoked 
response,  with an onset-to-offset interval of around 11sec and a 
peak at 4sec.  Furthermore,  activity peaks in left PCG coincided 
with activity peaks  in right PCG, the supplementary motor area 
(SMA) and several other regions.  Thus, peak-activity points 
appear to be part of  organized activity across distributed regions.

An extension of this work (Tagliazucchi et al.,  2012) suggests 
that  peak activity points carry a disproportionally large role in 
driving resting state connectivity patterns.  Specifically,  the 
authors focused on seed regions  well known for their involvement 
in separate resting state networks.  For each seed region,  activity 
peaks  were located,  and brain regions where peaks  temporally 
coincided with the seed region’s  peaks  were identified.  Although 
this  analysis included as few as  8 peaks  from an entire 10 minute 
resting-state scan (i.e., around 90% reduction in data),  it still 
managed to identify resting state connectivity profiles  precisely 
matching  those obtained by conventional independent component 
analysis  methods.  The finding suggests  that connectivity patterns 
associated with networks  demonstrating low-frequency oscillations 
could also be driven by spontaneous  bursts  of activity in those 
regions  (see also Morgan et al., 2008, for similar developments).  

In related work,  Petridou et al. (2012)  applied a technique for 
identifying onsets  of BOLD events  in absence of stimulus  timing 
information to BOLD resting state data.  They identified 
spontaneous  event-like hemodynamic responses  in four networks, 
and showed that the amplitude of these responses  was similar to 
that  found for task-dependent activity, both findings consistent 
with the work of Tagliazucchi et al. (2010, 2012).  Importantly, 
removing  the impact of these spontaneous  activities  from the 
BOLD time series  reduced correlation patterns  in all networks  by 
a considerable proportion (as  much as  50%),  and reduced the 
power in the low frequency range by as much as 60% for certain 
networks.  Together,  these works provide further evidence that 
short spontaneous bursts  of BOLD are important drivers  of 
resting state correlations. 

The aforementioned studies  show that a central feature of 
BOLD resting  state activity, at  least for certain systems,  is  its non-
stationary property.  This  premise is  independently supported by 
research that has  documented non-stationary aspects  of the 
BOLD resting state signal and begun explaining its possible 
sources.  A recent fMRI study employed a wavelet coherence 
analysis  to quantify the substantial dynamic modulation of 
amplitude and/or coherence of slow intrinsic fluctuations  across 
the default-mode network (Chang  and Glover,  2010).  
Furthermore,  several studies  using  combined EEG/fMRI 
methods  have shown that resting state activity is  temporally 
structured as  a cascade between quasi-stable spatio-temporal 
‘microstates’ of brain activity lasting ~100msec. (e.g.,  Britz et  al., 
2010).  This  has  led to the suggestion these microstates  may index 
rapid transitions  between thought modes or distinct states  of 
consciousness  (Britz et al.,  2010;  Musso et al.,  2010;  Van De Ville 
et al., 2010).  Furthermore, activity associated with these 
microstates is  scale-free, exhibiting  similar transition patterns 
across  a range of temporal scales  including those sampled by 
BOLD (Britz et al., 2010; Van De Ville et al., 2010).   

Patterns of spontaneous BOLD activity outside the low-
frequency range can indicate information processing  or may 
alternatively be indices of noise.  Several lines  of recent 
theoretical and empirical work have specifically focused on the 
potential functions  of noise in neural systems.  Some have 
suggested that the brain at  rest is  a dynamical system near the 
point of criticality (Chialvo, 2010;  Durstewitz & Decon, 2009).  A 
dynamical system at the point of criticality can shift,  with little 
energy, to a wide set of different  spatiotemporal activity patterns. 
The neurobiological significance of this  possibility is  twofold.  
First, it may explain the brain’s  ability to  quickly react to the vast 
range of exogenous  inputs that  may perturb rest,  possibly by 
organizing into different network configurations  (Sporn,  2011).  
Second,  it could explain why during  rest neural systems  easily shift 
between activity configurations  (McIntosh et al., 2010).  Different 
types of human behaviors  are thought to  reflect transitions 
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between states  (phases) of dynamical systems  (Spivey et al.,  2009).  
In addition, neural systems including the rabbit olfactory system 
(Freeman, 2001),  and those supporting decision making in 
humans  (Deco et al.,  2012) are thought to demonstrate non-linear 
dynamics.  On another approach,  apparent noise does  not 
necessarily indicate information processing.  Instead, internal 
noise within neural systems  can usefully serve to enhance 
sensitivity to near threshold percepts, a processes referred to as 
stochastic facilitation (McDonnell & Ward, 2011).  Adding noise 
to a dynamical system model can result in realistic simulations  of 
BOLD activity.  Recent simulations  have shown that when a 
network's  nodes are modeled as  dynamical systems, together with 
other important structural constraints,  (Ghosh et al.,  2008;  Deco 
et al.,  2009),  their interactions produce large-scale synchronized 
activity with two features of resting-state networks: fluctuations 
with maximal power in low frequencies  and negative temporal 
correlations between different networks.  Importantly, an above-
minimum level of Gaussian noise is  necessary for obtaining both 
t h e s e f e a t u r e s  ( D e c o e t a l . ,  2 0 0 9 ) .  R e c e n t 
Magnetoencephalography (MEG)  studies  (see McIntosh et al., 
2010)  have quantified the degree of non-regularity in task-evoked 
MEG signals using multi-scale entropy (Costa et al., 2002) and 
have shown that greater disorder in the time course of evoked 
responses  is  associated with both aging and with more accurate 
and consistent task performance.

To summarize, recent work has begun to identify the 
importance of non-stationary elements observed in the BOLD 
signal.  It has shown that spontaneous activity has a temporal 
profile similar to that of evoked responses.  The co-occurrence 
patterns of activity peaks  identifies  separate resting  state networks, 
and these activity peaks  may be an important driver of observed 
resting state connectivity patterns.  

At the present stage,  however,  non-stationary and high 
frequency BOLD fluctuations  are not well understood,  and their 
potential for discriminating between functionally disparate 
resting-state dynamics has been ignored.  Crucially, the ability to 
characterize different activity generators  by studying dynamics  has 
been overlooked.  The current approach marks an initial effort  to 
resolve these unknown attributes of  resting state dynamics.

1.2 Current Approach
Our current approach departs broadly from prior research 

into the dynamics of resting state data in 2 important ways.  First, 
our approach does  not rely on spike-like burst activity to define 
resting  state dynamics (spikes are removed prior to analysis).  We 
summarize in a single parameter one dynamic of an entire time 
series.  Second, the subtle dynamic features  quantified by our 
approach allow for discrimination between 2 types  of previously 
undocumented resting state patterns.  Conceptually,  our novel 
metric (see Figure 1)  is  the relative variance of the amplitude of 
local maxima and local minima across the resting state BOLD 

time series.  We refer to this  metric as  the amplitude variance 
asymmetry (AVA). 

The distribution of local-maxima (peaks) and local-minima 
(pits)  values  in a time series  speaks directly to the dynamics of the 
series.  In a completely regular oscillation, e.g., a sinusoidal wave 
pattern, the variance of the local-maxima and the variance of the 
local-minima is  identical, since all local maxima have the same 
value (variance = 0) and all local minima have the same value.  
Similarly, in a random series, the variance of the peaks  and the 
variance of the pits are highly similar,  giving an amplitude 
variance asymmetry not significantly different from 1.  Consider 
however, a system that tends  to  settle around a certain metabolic 
state some of the time but departs from it towards  different states 
associated with higher activity levels.  The activity of this  system 
over time (see Figure 1)  may show amplitude variance asymmetry 
since the variance of the set of local-maxima points would be 
higher than that of the local minima points.  Time series  where 
the variance of the peaks  reliably exceeds  that of the pits  indicates 
what we refer to as a "floor mode" resting state pattern where the 
relatively more stable activity state is  the one associated with lower 
activity levels.  Conversely, time series  could demonstrate a 
converse “ceiling mode”  resting  state pattern when the more 
stable state is  the one with the higher activity level.  In that case, 
the variance of the time series’  pits  would be reliably greater than 
that of  the peaks. 

While the existence of such activity patterns has  not been 
examined to date using fMRI, prior EEG and MEG research 
support the possibility that these dynamic activity patterns  exist in 
BOLD data.  In pioneering work,  Stam et al. (1999) found that a 
small proportion of EEG epochs  contained signatures of non-
linearity.  More recently,  using MEG Mazaheri and Jensen (2008) 
showed that alpha activity has a skewed oscillation pattern where 
the peaks  of alpha oscillations  have greater variance than the pits 
of the oscillations.  The theoretical importance of such findings is 
that  amplitude variance asymmetries are not found in linear 
systems  and therefore differentiate between oscillatory and non-
oscillatory fluctuations  (though the absence of amplitude variance 
asymmetries  does  not rule out  a non-linear system;  Stam et al., 
1998).  Note that the discussion above pertains  to whether 
amplitude variance asymmetry reflects  linear dynamics  in a 
system generating a response,  not to potential non-linear relations 
between neural activity and the BOLD signal (see Deshpande et 
al.,  2006, for initial evaluations  of non-linear interactions  during 
the resting state).

As  we demonstrate below, amplitude variance asymmetry 
profiles  in BOLD time series  represent a novel,  simple and 
reproducible metric that offers  unique insight into resting state 
activity.  Due to its  formal characteristics,  the method departs 
from prior work on describing BOLD fMRI time series features  in 
that  it provides information independent of what can be obtained 
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by entropy or variance calculations  and complements those in 
several ways.  Importantly,  AVA differs  from any method that 
returns  the same assessment for a time series y and its  inverse [-1 * 
y], as we explain below and detail in the Discussion.  

2. Methods
Three different human resting state datasets  were 

investigated to characterize the amplitude variance asymmetry of 
each BOLD time series.  One dataset was acquired locally using a 
4T scanner and healthy adult volunteers  (University of Trento, 
Italy).  The other two datasets  were taken from a public source 
(The ADHD-200 Sample)  and consisted of 3T data: one dataset 
consisted of healthy adult volunteers  (New York University, 
U.S.A.),  and the other dataset consisted of data from apparently 
normal children and children diagnosed with Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD, University of Oregon,  U.S.A).  
In what follows we describe each of these datasets,  the participant 
cohort from which it was  collected, and detail the analyses 
performed on each.

2.1 Children Cohort (Oregon)

2.1.1 Children participants
Children data were obtained from the Oregon Health and 

Science University ADHD database available as  part of the 
ADHD-200 Sample.  Recruitment,  screening and informed 
consent procedures for these participants  have been reported 
previously (Fair et al., 2010a; Fair et al., 2010b) 

A total of 79  children (aged 7–12, mean age 9.16 ± 3.93 
years, 42 males)  were included in the study.  Thirty-seven of them 
(mean age 8.77 ± 3.93 years, 26 males) were diagnosed as  having 
ADHD based on evaluations  with the Kiddie Schedule for 
Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (KSADS-I)  administered 
to a parent;  parent and teacher Connors’ Rating  Scale-3rd 
Edition;  and a clinical review by a child psychiatrist and 
neuropsychologist who had to agree on the diagnosis.  Intelligence 
was also evaluated for each child with a three-subtest short form 
(Block Design, Vocabulary,  and Information)  of the Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale for Children, Fourth Edition.

Children were excluded if they did not meet criteria for 
ADHD or non-ADHD groups  (i.e., children deemed sub-
threshold by the clinicians were excluded).  Children were also 
excluded if a history of neurological illness, chronic medical 
problems, sensorimotor handicap, autistic disorder, mental 
retardation, or significant head trauma (with loss  of consciousness) 
was reported, or if they had evidence of psychotic disorder or 
bipolar disorder on the structured parent psychiatric interview. 

The 42 typically developing  children (mean age 8.90 ± 1.19 
years, 17 males) composed a control group.  They were evaluated 
for conduct disorder,  major depressive disorder, or history of 
psychotic disorder, as well as for presence of  ADHD.  

2.1.2 MRI acquisition
Images  were acquired using a 3-T MRI scanner (Siemens 

Magnetom, Trio Tim) with a whole-body RF transmit and a 12-
channel receive RF coil (Fair et al.,  2010).  One structural T1-
weighted image was obtained per child (3D MPRAGE, 
orientation = sagittal,  TR = 2300 ms,  TE = 3.58 ms, TI=900 ms; 
flip angle=10°;  256 × 256 matrix,  voxel size = 1x1x1 mm3,  total 
scan time = 9 min 14 s).  For each child,  three BOLD-weighted 
resting  state fMRI runs of 78 volumes lasting 195s were acquired, 
leaving a total of 585s of resting  state data available for analysis 
(TR= 2.5s,  TE=30ms,  flip angle=900,  FOV=240mm, slice 
thickness= 3.8mm, in-plane resolution= 3.8mm2,  36 slices  to 
cover the full brain).  Participants  were instructed to stay still,  keep 
their eyes  open and fixate on a standard fixation cross  in the 
center of  the display.  

2.2 Adult Cohort (NYU Test Retest 
dataset)

2.2.1 NYU participants
A resting state dataset from 25 healthy adult participants 

(mean age 29.44± 8.64 years, 10 males) was  obtained from The 
ADHD-200 Sample public distribution;  the New York University 
Child Study Center cohort.  Participants  were scanned three times 
as part of a study that examined the test–retest reliability of 
resting  state functional connectivity measures (Shehzad et  al., 
2009).  All participants  had no history of psychiatric or 
neurological illness as  confirmed by psychiatric clinical 
assessment.  Informed consent was  obtained prior to 
participation.

2.2.2 MRI acquisition
Images  were acquired with a 3.0-Tesla scanner (Siemens 

Magnetom Allegra) using  a whole-body transmit and birdcage 
receive RF coil (see Shehzad et al., 2009, for details).  A T1-
weighted anatomical image was  acquired for each participant (3D 
MPRAGE, orientation = sagittal, TR=2530 ms;  TE=3.25 ms; 
TI=1100 ms;  flip angle=7°;  176 slices;  FOV=256 mm,  voxel size: 
1.3×1.0×1.3 mm3,  total scan time = 8 min 7 s).  Three resting-
state BOLD fMRI scans were obtained for each participant.  
Each scan consisted of 197 contiguous EPI functional volumes 
(TR=2s;  TE=25ms;  flip angle=90°,  39 slices, matrix=64×64; 
FOV=192 mm;  acquisition voxel size=3×3×3 mm3).  Scans 2 
and 3 were conducted within the second scan session, 45 min 
apart, and were 5–16 months  (mean 11±4)  after the first scanning 
session.  During the scan,  participants  were instructed to rest with 
their eyes  open while the word ‘‘Relax’’ was centrally projected in 
white, against a black background.  
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2.3 Local Cohort (UNITN)

2.3.1 UNITN participants
Thirty-one right-handed participants (mean age=28.8 ± 7.4, 

20  males)  with no history of psychiatric or neurological diseases 
gave informed consent to participate in the study, which was 
approved by the ethical committee of  The University of  Trento.  

2.3.2 MRI acquisition
Images  were acquired with a 4-T MRI scanner (Bruker 

Medical, Ettlingen, Germany) using  a birdcage-transmit,  8-
channel receive head coil (USA Instruments,  Inc.,  Ohio,  USA).  
Structural images  were acquired using a 3D MPRAGE sequence 
optimized for grey-white matter contrast,  with TE/TR = 
4.18/2700 ms, flip angle = 7°, 1x1x1 mm3, GRAPPA iPAT = 2, 
total scan time: 5 min 36 s.  Two structural volumes  were acquired 
for each participant and averaged to allow accurate image 
processing within a surface-based analysis  pipeline.  Single-shot 
EPI BOLD functional images  were acquired using the point-
spread-function distortion correction method (Zaitsev et al., 
2004).  A total of 115 EPI volumes were acquired during the 
functional run (TR/TE=1500/40 ms, 25 interleaved slices 
parallel to AC/PC, voxel size= 4x4x4 mm3,  slice skip factor = 
0.2, Ernst flip angle = 67o).  Cardiac and respiration data were 
collected during  the functional scan using  the MRI vendor’s 
physiological recording equipment.  These were sampled at 50 Hz 
with a photoplethysmograph and respiration belt and saved to a 
data file.  The 2.5 min of rest  scan was the first part of a longer 
scanning  session,  and during this  run participants  were asked to 
fixate on a centrally presented visual cross.  

We also collected data from five phantom sessions  that were 
of the same length as  the functional runs, using the same scanning 
parameters.  The phantom consisted of a spherical (170 cm 
diameter) glass  container with silicon oil.  We analyzed these data 
to determine whether thermal and systemic noise fluctuations  in 
the scanner may lead,  in and of themselves,  to biases in the 
amplitude variance asymmetry measures described below (section 
2.5).  

2.4 Image Pre-Processing 
The processing of the locally obtained data and those 

obtained from publically available repositories  was  largely the 
same, with two exceptions.  First,  processing  of publically 
available datasets  was  conducted in the volume domain,  with the 
datasets registered to Talairach space.  This  was done since some 
of the publically available structural scans  contained artifacts 
rendering them non-suitable for cortical parcellation, while others 
contained missing cortical or subcortical voxels  due to the 
anonimization procedure used when making the data publically 
available.  The locally obtained data were processed through a 
surface-domain analysis  using FreeSurfer (1999), which performs 

registration to a cortical-surface template.  Second,  for locally 
obtained data we also obtained concurrent measurements  of 
cardiac and heart rate responses  during  the scan and the effects  of 
these were removed prior to the analysis.  For the publically 
available datasets  such data were not available,  and a time series 
obtained from regions  with cerebral spinal fluid was  used as  a 
proxy.

2.4.1 Pre-processing of  Oregon and NYU datasets  
Normalization of each participant's  EPI images  to common 

space was  conducted in a single transformation based on matrices 
generated by three prior steps: 1) aligning each structural image to 
the first image in the functional scan (generating  an Aligned2EPI 
transformation matrix), 2)  normalizing the structural image to 
Talairach space,  and 3)  combining the transformations  calculated 
in steps  #1 and #2 to accurately describe the transform from 
functional data to Talairach space.  The detailed procedure was as 
follows. In step 1, a participant's structural image was skull 
stripped using FSL’s  BET utility (Smith,  2002)  and separately 
aligned (FLIRT v. 5.5, Jenksinson et al., 2001) to each of the 3 
resting  scans  available for each participant using a 7 degrees of 
freedom transformation (3 rotation, 3 translation,  1  global scaling 
where all axis  are equally scaled).  In step 2, the original structural 
images,  were normalized to Talairach space using a 12 degree-of-
freedom (“full affine”)  transformation to the TT_icbm452 
template (http://www.loni.ucla.edu/Atlases/Atlas_Detail.jsp?
atlas_id=6).  Then the inverse of the matrix generated in step 1 
was calculated and this  matrix was concatenated with the matrix 
generated in step 2.  This  concatenated transformation matrix 
effectively describes  the transform from the native resting state 
EPI images  to Talairach space guided by the anatomy of each 
subject’s  T1 images  in a single transformation.  This  transform 
was then applied to the original EPI images  with FSL’s applyxfm 
procedure. Each step was verified manually for each participant’s 
data set.

The original anatomical scans were then segmented into grey 
matter,  white matter,  and CSF probability maps using  FMRIB’s 
Automated Segmentation Tool (FAST;  Zhang  et al., 2001).  The 
CSF masks were then spatially registered to  each participant’s 
resting  state fMRI by applying  the transformation matrixes 
created by the affine FLIRT transformations  of the original 
anatomicals  to each subject’s resting state image,  using nearest 
neighbor interpolation.  The CSF maps,  now aligned to the 
resting  state fMRI images  were binarized at a threshold of 50%; 
every voxel with a probability of being CSF equal to or greater 
than 50%  was assigned a value of 1,  with all other voxels  being 
assigned a value of  0. 

The resting state functional images  were preprocessed using 
AFNI (Cox, 1996).  The first 5 volumes  were discarded from the 
analysis  to allow for T1 stabilization effects.  Slice timing 
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correction (3dTshift),  motion correction (3dvolreg), and despiking 
(3dDespike,  http://afni .nimh.nih.gov/pub/dist/doc/
program_help/3dDespike.html)  were performed on all of the 
images.  The despiking algorithm performs  time series  analysis  on 
a voxel-based basis in two main steps. First,  a smooth curve is  fit 
to  the time series.  A time series of the residuals  is  derived and 
points  that depart from the fitted line by more than 2.5 standard 
deviations are identified as spikes.  Second, spikes are replaced by 
interpolating their value with a new one that keeps  the deviations 
from the fit within a maximum range of 4  standard deviations.  
The CSF mask was used to obtain a mean time series from CSF 
regions.  This  mean time series  and the six motion parameters 
were included as  regressors  of no interest and their effect removed 
from time series using linear regression (3dDeconvolve).  
Following preprocessing,  motion correction, and the removal of 
artifacts  observed in the CSF signal, the time series  of all voxels 
were exported to text files  and analyzed using  the "R" software 
(R_Team, 2008).  

2.4.2 Pre-processing of  UNITN dataset
Inter-subject registration to common space was  performed 

using  the procedures  implemented in the FreeSurfer software 
package (v. 4.5, Fischl et al., 1999a, 199b).  First,  the two 
anatomical images of each participant were co-registered and 
averaged to increase image SNR.  The left and right hemispheres 
of each participant’s volume were inflated to a surface 
representation. Inter-subject averaging  was  implemented by 
aligning  the cortical folds of each participant into the default 
template provided with FreeSurfer ('fsaverage'),  which is  specified 
in a spherical coordinate system (Fischl et  al.,  1999b).  The 
resulting  anatomical representations  were imported into SUMA 
(Saad et al., 2004).

The first fifteen resting  state volumes were discarded from 
the analysis  to allow for T1 stabilization effects.  AFNI was  used 
for pre-processing and physiological-noise correction (PN-
correction).  Despiking of the time series was  carried out as  part 
of the PN-correction workflow.  To account for the potential 
impact of physiological noise on the BOLD time series, the 
physiological data were down-sampled to the acquisition rate of 
volume slices (16Hz),  and phase shifted to match the timing of 
each slice’s  acquisition using AFNI’s  retroTS.m procedure.  From 
these 2 cardiac and respiration recordings we derived 13 slice-
based regressors  (4 for the cardiac series  and its  harmonics, 4 for 
the respiratory series  and its harmonics,  and 5 for respiration 
variation of time and its harmonics,  Birn et al., 2006).  The 
variance explained by these 13 regressors  was  removed from the 
BOLD time series using the RETROICOR procedure (Glover et 
al.,  2000)  as  implemented in AFNI.  To determine whether 
physiological noise cleaning resulted in a statistically significant 
reduction in variance,  we conducted permutation tests  as  follows: 

for each of the 31 participants' BOLD time series,  we 
implemented the RETROICOR procedure using  physiological 
time series from all participants  apart from the one for which the 
BOLD series was acquired (i.e.,  physiological data of participants 
#2-#31 were applied to BOLD data of participant #1,  etc').  For 
each permutation we derived the increase in temporal SNR 
(decrease in variance)  induced by the procedure.  This 
permutation process  generated a sampling distribution for what 
impact PN-correction can induce by chance.  The permutation 
test  indicated that the PN-correction procedure removed above-
chance variance for all but one participant,  whose data were 
therefore not included in further analysis.  For each participant, 
functional acquisitions  were spatially aligned to a reference 
acquisition collected during  the run, and data were corrected for 
slice-timing differences.  We removed several sources of variance 
from the time series  data via linear regression.  These included (i) 
6 motion parameters estimated during the head motion 
correction,  and (ii)  linear, second-order and third-order 
polynomial trends.  Note that physiological-related variance was 
removed prior to this  analysis  stage, and for this  reason no global-
mean correction was  performed (see Murphy et al., 2009; 
Scholvinck et al.,  2010).  No temporal or spatial smoothing was 
conducted as  part of preprocessing of the volume data ("volume-
domain").  Instead,  inter-subject registration and spatial 
smoothing  was  carried out in the surface domain as  detailed 
below.

Projection of functional time series  to the surface domain 
was implemented as follows: The anatomical images were aligned 
to the functional data using semiautomatic procedures 
implemented in AFNI (Saad et al., 2009).  Alignment was  checked 
and manually adjusted if needed.  The functional time series  of 
each voxel (in 3D volumetric space)  were then projected from the 
3D EPI volumes  onto the 2D anatomical surface.  For each 
participant the resulting  dataset consisted of [100 time points  x 
196,000 vertices] per hemisphere, and it was in this  2D surface 
domain that all subsequent time series  analyses were conducted.  
Spatial smoothing  using a 7-mm smoothing kernel (Chung et al., 
2005)  was  performed on the surface using AFNI's  SurfSmooth 
utility to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the time series.  This 
method of group registration and data smoothing in the surface 
domain results  in accurate reflection of individual data at the 
group level (Argall et al.,  2005),  ensures  that spatial blurring 
avoids inclusion of white matter time series,  and avoids averaging 
data across sulci (Desai et al., 2005).

2.5 Image analysis: Amplitude 
Variance Asymmetry Maps

The analysis  to characterize amplitude variance asymmetry 
(AVA)  in the resting state time series  was the same for the three 
datasets.  Time series  were analyzed using the "R" software 
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(R_Team, 2008).  The pastecs  library (Ibanez et al.,  2009)  was 
used to identify the location of turning points in the time series.  
Turning points are deflections in the slope of the time series, and 
occur both when the slope changes  from positive to negative (a 
local-maxima, i.e., “peak”),  and from negative to positive (a local-
minima, i.e., “pit”).  The signal values  for peaks  and the pits were 
extracted, and the ratio of the variances  calculated as: [σ2(peaks)/
σ2(pits)].  We refer to this  parameter as the variance ratio (VR) 
henceforth.  Because these values  are ratios, for purposes  of the 
current analysis  a value of 3/2 is as  significant a departure from 1 
as is  a value of 2/3.  For this  reason, significance tests on a group 
level to determine whether the ratio  departed from chance were 
performed after a natural log  transform of the variance ratio;  this 
transformation assigns  the same absolute value to a ratio and its 
inverse;  e.g., log(3/2)  == log(2/3), changing  only the sign.  The 
logarithmic transform, log[σ2(peaks)/σ2(pits)], returns  0 when 
VR equals 1, returns  positive numbers when VR > 1, and returns 
negative numbers when VR < 1.

In order to  reduce the impact of high frequency fluctuations 
(Morgan et al.,  2008),  before calculating  the turning points  and 
their variance,  the time series  were temporally smoothed using the 
following moderate 3-point temporal weighted moving average:

Signal_smoothed(t)  = 0.25 * Signal(t-1)  + 0.5 * Signal(t) + 
0.25 * Signal(t+1).

This temporal smoothing  was aimed at reducing  the impact 
of very small deviations from local trends.  Pilot analyses  indicated 
that analyses  of the raw time series  resulted in qualitatively similar 
but statistically weaker patterns.  This  is due to the fact that the 
AVA analysis  is  not robust against very subtle fluctuations;  very 
small deflections  are formally identified as  peaks  or pits, but their 
inclusion skews  the variance measure.  For instance, in a vector 
such as 0, 1,  2, 1.8,  3, 4,  5, 4,  3, 2 that includes  one distinct peak 

(5),  the value '1.8' would be considered a pit, and '2' as  a peak, 
resulting  in strong increase of both σ2(peaks) and σ2(pits) due to 
what likely are instrument fluctuations.  Prior work examining 
spontaneous  co-occurrence of peaks  (Morgan et al.,  2008) 
performed a similar 3-point running average.  They found that 
not implementing temporal smoothing strongly reduced the 
overlap of  the results with 'ground truth' results.

2.6 Group level analysis

2.6.1 Group level analysis of  Oregon and NYU datasets
Following the AVA analysis  we converted the output back 

into AFNI file format with 3dUndump and then to NIFTI file 
format with 3dAFNItoNIFTI.  To determine the brain regions in 
which the variance ratio  reliably differed from chance (i.e., unity) 
on the group level, we conducted group level whole brain voxel 
wise T-test analyses of the AVA maps  using AFNI (3dttest++).  
For adults,  we examined whether AVA differed from chance on 
the group level;  this  consisted of T-tests contrasting  AVA to 0.  For 
the NYU dataset, the AVA values were averaged across the three 
sessions of each participant, and for the children dataset,  the AVA 
values  were averaged across  the two or three sessions  available for 
each participant.  For children we first  evaluated whether there 
were reliable differences  between the AVA of the clinical and 
typical populations.  Given a null result for this  test,  the data of all 
children participants were treated as  a single group,  and AVA 
values  were compared to 0 as  for adults.  Because IQ scores were 
provided as  additional datum for each child,  IQ data were 
included as an additional regressor in the latter analysis  using  an 
ANCOVA Model.  That is, the analysis  of AVA for children 
reflects  these scores after adjustment to the variance reflected by 
IQ.  All analyses  were thresholded at a single voxel controlled for 
multiple comparisons. We controlled for Family Wise Error (FWE) 

FIGURE 1
SCHEMATIC OF AN AMPLITUDE 
VARIANCE ASYMMETRY ANALYSIS OF A 
SINGLE-VOXEL RESTING-STATE BOLD 
TIME SERIES.
For each voxel, deflection points corresponding to local-
maxima (peaks, in red) and local-minima (pits, in blue) are 
identified.  The variance of the identified peaks' amplitude 
is compared to the variance of the identified pits' 
amplitude.  If there is a reliable difference in variance, the 
set with the lower variance is considered the reference 
static state.  A: an example resting-state time series 
where the variance of the pits is lower than the variance 
of the peaks; referred to as a “floor mode” baseline 
pattern.  B: The logic of hypothesis testing for amplitude 
variance asymmetry on the single subject and group 
level.
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using  AFNI's AlphaSim which implements the algorithm detailed 
by Forman et al. (1995).  This procedure estimates the critical 
cluster size where all voxels  must pass the single voxel threshold 
for a cluster not to be likely to occur by chance.  The single voxel 
threshold (uncorrected)  was set at p < .005 and simulations 
indicated the required minimum cluster size.  The simulations 
take as a parameter the intrinsic smoothing of  the data.

2.6.2 Group level analysis of  UNITN dataset
For the UNITN group data,  the AVA analysis  was  conducted 

in common cortical surface space.  Cluster-based thresholding was 
used so that  the single voxel threshold was  set at p < .005 
(uncorrected)  and simulations  were conducted to  find the minimal 
cluster size that exceeds  chance where all surface vertices passed 
this  threshold.  The algorithm underlying the analysis  has  been 
described previously for volume based analysis  (Forman et al., 
1995), and it  was  implemented here in the surface domain using 
in-house software (M. Schiel, SurfAlpha, available by request). 

Because physiological data were acquired for this  group of 
participants and its  impact successfully removed, we conducted a 
functional connectivity analysis  to determine the nature of 
connectivity between clusters  demonstrating  reliable AVA effects.  
Functional connectivity maps were constructed for each subject as 
follows: for each cluster showing reliable AVA effects, the time 
series corresponding  to all surface vertices  within the cluster were 
averaged and a full pair-wise correlation matrix between the mean 
cluster time course and the mean time course of the other clusters 
was calculated for the participant.  

To determine if the functional connectivity maps were 
indicative of a single source of fluctuation or multiple ones we 
subjected the pair wise correlation matrix to a hierarchical 
clustering  solution which generated a dendogram reflecting 
hierarchical connectivity for each participant (using the hclust 
function in the R clue package).  We then subjected these 
individual-participant dendograms  to an analysis  method for 
determining "consensus  cluster analysis" (Hornik, 2005) 
implemented using the clue package in the statistical software R.  
As  a first step, all individual-level dendograms were aggregated 
(cl_ensemble).  These were then analyzed using a procedure that 
computes  the consensus clustering  of these individual-level 
dendograms  (cl_consensus).  The resulting consensus-based 
clustering solution optimally represents  the ensemble of 
individual-level solutions (a centroid/consensus dendogram).  

In addition, we used the clue package to compute the 
similarity between the individual dendogram solutions by 
constructing a dissimilarity matrix capturing how different each 
participant's  clustering  solution is  from all other participants;  i.e., 
dendogram-dissimilarity between each pair of participants 
(cl_dissimilarity).  If the internal organization of participants' 
networks  were similar, their dissimilarity on this  metric should be 

relatively low.  To quantify this  issue,  we used a permutation-based 
procedure to determine whether the mean dissimilarity between 
the participants’  dendograms was below that expected by chance.  
On the single participant level,  a permutation consisted of 
creating  a surrogate data set as  follows  (a) randomly pairing the 
region-labels  to the regions' time series, (b) constructing  a pair-
wise correlation matrix and deriving  a dendogram for each 
participant as  described above.  From these surrogate data we 
then calculated a single “mean dissimilarity”  value for the 
surrogate group (by averaging  the [N^2-N]/2 dissimilarity values).  
That is,  each simulation on the group level consisted of 
constructing matched 'null' connectivity matrices for each person, 
applying hierarchical clustering to those, and estimating  the 
dissimilarity of the clustering solutions  on the group level.  This 
procedure was  repeated 1000 times, and the 50th lowest value 
(defining a type I error at an alpha level of p < .05) was  taken to 
be a chance value.  This  value was  compared to the actual value 
from the group data.

2.6.3 Correlation between time-series' variance and 
amplitude variance asymmetry patterns

To determine if differences  in AVA could be explained by 
differences  in overall variance within a voxel’s  time series, we 
performed a voxel-wise correlation analysis between maps of the 
average (across  each subject’s  three resting state scans)  standard 
deviation of each participant’s  BOLD time series, and the AVA of 
each voxel.  This  analysis  was  performed on the NYU dataset as  it 
consisted of 3 scans per participant, and averaging AVA and 
variance values  across scans allowed better estimation of the 
relation between the two measures.  If there is  a relation, then 
high variance in a voxel could be associated with high imbalances 
in the variance of peaks  and pits,  e.g.,  10/2 or 2/10.  For this 
reason in this analysis, the absolute value of the log of the 
variance ratio was used.  Standard deviation maps  were created 
with AFNI’s  3dTstat from the same preprocessed time series  that 
were used to create the AVA maps.  Each subject’s  standard 
deviation maps  were then transformed into Talairach space.  The 
correlation between participants’ AVA value and STDEV values 
were computed on a single voxel level to evaluate whether across 
participants, higher AVA values  were associated with higher 
temporal STDEV in the BOLD time series.  This  resulted in an 
output specifying the correlation between the two values, and the 
reliability of the correlation for each voxel.  This  result was 
thresholded at a single voxel level of p < .005 and controlled for 
multiple comparisons (family-wise error corrected at p < .05 using 
cluster-based thresholding).
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3. Results
We investigated the information in spontaneous BOLD 

signal transients during resting state by analyzing the amplitude 
variance ratio measure (AVA; log[σ2(peaks)/σ2(pits)]) at the group 
level.  Note that if  no information is contained in this pattern, 
then the mean value for AVA should not depart significantly from 
0 (i.e., [σ2(peaks)/σ2(pits)] should not depart from 1).  We first 
evaluated the AVA metric using phantom data to confirm that 
scanner noise does not bias the results.  We then evaluated AVA 
maps for healthy adults, revealing a dominant “floor mode” 
pattern in regions that constituted separate networks as revealed 
by subsequent functional connectivity analyses.  We verified that 
the results are robust and consistent across two different datasets 
of  healthy adults measured with very different acquisition 
parameters.  We also verified that the results are not a measure of  
time series variance.  Finally, we tested the metric on a third 
dataset of  ADHD children and age-matched controls.  We found 
that the AVA metric did not distinguish between ADHD and 
healthy children, that it strongly differentiated children from 
adults, with several areas showing significant positive correlations 
between AVA values and IQ.  

3.1 UNITN Results
Given the novelty of  the AVA technique, we confirmed its 

validity using phantom data.  We analyzed time series acquired 
during 5 phantom sessions.  Firstly, we found that scanner noise 
did not induce more asymmetry than would be expected by 
chance: only 5% of  the voxels were identified as showing reliable 
effects on the single-scan level, quantified on the single-voxel level 

for differences between σ2(peaks) and σ2(pits) using Levene's test 
for the homogeneity of  variance across conditions (Fox, 1997).  
This corresponds exactly to the expected theoretical value.  
Secondly, of  the 5% of  phantom voxels characterized as “active”, 
50% showed upward transients from baseline (a “floor-mode” 
profile; i.e., VR > 1) and 50% showed downward transients (a 
“ceiling-mode” profile; VR < 1).  As shown below, patterns found 
in humans departed strongly from those induced by systemic 
scanner noise.  

In the human data, we identified cortical regions 
demonstrating AVA by analyzing the time series of  each voxel to 
identify local minima (pits) and maxima (peaks), quantifying the 
relative variance within the sets of  peaks and pits (see Figure 1 for 
schematic) and then analyzing these ratios at the group level (see 
Methods).  

A group analysis conducted over the AVA values indicated 
several regions demonstrating departure from chance (see Figure 
2).  These regions included, with good bilateral correspondence, 
lateral temporal cortices, pre-motor regions extending to the post-
central sulcus, and occipital regions that largely excluded primary 
visual cortex and extended dorsally towards the medial 
intraparietal sulcus.  In all identified clusters, the mean VR 
substantially exceeded the chance value of  1, corresponding to a 
“floor-mode” pattern (see Table 1 for location of  clusters in 
Talairach space and corresponding Brodmann areas).  In this data 
set, we did not find any cluster where AVAs demonstrated a 
“ceiling-mode” pattern; i.e., a mean VR reliably below 1.  

FIGURE 2
REGIONS SHOWING AMPLITUDE VARIANCE ASYMMETRY FOR THE UNITN ADULT 
COHORT
Data are projected to an inflated cortical surface. LH: Left hemisphere (lateral, medial, posterior view). RH: Right 
hemisphere.  Warmer colors indicate a variance ratio increasingly greater than 1; in all areas VR exceeded 1.0 
corresponding to a ‘floor mode’ fluctuation profile.  Table 1 reports center of mass coordinates for clusters in Talairach 
space.
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We then evaluated the relative frequency of  transition points 
for time series showing statistically significant AVA.  For each 
participant, voxels where AVA was statistically significant were 
identified (p < .05 using Levene's test), and the number of  peaks 
in these time series was extracted.  We then created a histogram 
for each participant of  the number of  peaks in these voxels, and 
averaged the histograms across participants.  The maximal bin 
contained 15-20 peaks per time series (see Figure S1 in 
Supplementary Materials) indicating that on average, peaks 
occurred every 8-10sec.  To obtain a more detailed understanding 
of  the temporal dynamics of  the phenomenon we conducted an 
analysis of  the peak-to-peak intervals in voxels that were 
statistically significant on the group level.  This analysis is 
particularly important because the temporal filter we applied 

Table&1&Clusters&showing&significant&amplitude&variance&asymmetry&(AVA)&for&the&adult&UNITN&cohort.&&

& & Center&of&Mass& Max& Coordinates&
(max&T)&

AVA&Mean&&
(SD,&Extreme)&&

&

Location&(max&T)&

#& Voxels&
1mm3&

x& y& z& Tstat& x& y& z& Talairach&
location&&&&&&&

BA&

& & & & & & & & & & & &
1& 3924& P26& P70& 23& 6.24& P31& P83& 13& 1.06&(0.07,&1.57)& L.&MOG&(LVis)&& 19&
2& 1606& P42& P36& 22& 4.14& P55& P48& 20& 1.14&(0.08,&1.49)& L.&STG&(LTemp)& 40&
3& 1755& P45& P9& 48& 7.24& P50& P4& 42& 1.11&(0.06,&1.59)& L.&PCG&(LPreM)& 6&
4& 2872& 29& P64& 28& 5.55& 19& P68& 52& 1.10&(0.08,&1.64)& R.&Precuneus& 7&
5& 1379& 62& P25& 22& 7.90& 57& P19& 17& 1.08&(0.08,&1.53)& R.&PCG&(RPreM)& 40&
6& 1358& 6& P44& 24& 4.24& 8& P42& 32& 1.12&(0.07,&1.40)& R.&PCC&(RPcc)& 31&
7& 1507& 57& P27& P8& 5.72& 59& P26& P6& 1.12&(0.07,&1.44)& R.&MTG&(RTemp)& 21&
8& 1118& 11& P43& 2& 7.39& 18& P49& P3& 1.07&(0.09,&1.78)& R.&Parahipp.&G.&

(RFus)&
19&

&
Note.&MOG&=&Middle&Occipital&G.;&STG&=&Superior&Temporal&G.;&PCG&=&Precentral&G.;&MTG&=&Middle&Temporal.&&
Short&abbreviations&in&parentheses&match&region&labels&in&Figure&3.&&AVA&Mean&and&AVA&Extreme&values&refer&
to&parameters&extracted&from&groupPlevel&map,&per&each&cluster.&AVA&SD&refers&to&the&standard&deviation&
across&participants&of&the&mean&AVA&in&each&cluster.&&

reduced the relative power in frequencies higher than 0.13Hz, 
with a strong cutoff  at around 0.2Hz (see Supplementary Figure 
S2).  To study peak-to-peak timings, for each time series we 
generated a histogram describing the distribution of  peak-to-peak 
intervals in the time series.  For each participant these per-voxel-
histograms were collapsed across voxels belonging to clusters 
where AVA was significant on the group level.  This generated a 
histogram profile per cluster. Finally, these participant-level 
histograms (1 per cluster) were evaluated by plotting group-level 
histograms (see Supplementary Figure S3). This analysis revealed 
two important data patterns.  First, in most clusters, the modal 
peak-to-peak timing was 6 sec, and in a few it was 7.5 sec   
Second, in a considerable percentage of  cases (ranging from 11% 
- 17% across clusters) the peak-to-peak interval was 4.5 sec.  
These data suggest the phenomenon targeted is not one of  rare 
spikes, but continuous fluctuations, where peaks can appear in 
relatively quick succession. 

Given that the AVA resting-state activity profile was 
identified via data driven methods that were not based on 
identifying spatial co-activity patterns (contrasted with e.g., seed-
based connectivity analysis, ICA, or 2DTCA; cf  Morgan et al., 
2008) it was important to determine whether the regions 
identified formed functional networks.  Figure 3A presents group 
level connectivity maps for AVA regions, calculated by averaging 

FIGURE 3
NETWORK FEATURES OF REGIONS SHOWING AMPLITUDE VARIANCE ASYMMETRY
Panel A: Group-level network connectivity patterns derived by averaging single-participant connectivity maps.  Colored 
lines indicate mean correlation as calculated via Pearson’s R (black: 0.4, yellow: 0.5, green: 0.6, blue: 0.7, red: 0.8).  Panel 
B: Group-level clustering solution derived by finding a centroid solution that maximizes similarity to all single-participant 
clustering solution.  Regions demonstrating amplitude variance asymmetry are clustered in a homotopic manner 
corresponding to different sensory systems. PCC: Posterior cingulate. Fus: Fusiform Gyrus, Vis: Visual cortex cluster, 
PreM: Premotor cluster, Temp: Temporal cortex cluster
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the correlation maps of  all participants.  As shown, these regions 
were associated with medium to strong positive correlations 
(largely in the range of  0.4 to 0.8).  

Most importantly, connectivity patterns amongst these 
regions were similar across participants.  We derived the network 
structure on the single participant level using a hierarchical 
clustering solution applied to the connectivity data of  each 
participant.  For each participant, this clustering procedure 
generated a solution (dendogram) of  regions sharing reliable levels 
of  variance.  A non-parametric permutation test showed that 
inter-participant similarity of  the dendograms exceeded what 
would be expected by chance (p < .05; see Methods), indicating 
reliable resemblance between participants’ individual network 
configurations.  Having established above-chance similarity in the 
hierarchical solution of  participants' network connectivity, from 
the single-participant dendograms we derived a group-level 
“consensus” clustering solution, which represents an average 
clustering solution reflecting common features of  the individual 
dendograms (see Methods).  Note that this consensus solution is 
informative – i.e., beyond being a ‘best fit’ solution -- given our 
finding that similarity between participants’ dendograms exceeded 
chance.  

As shown in Figure 3B, the group-level consensus solution 
demonstrated a clear partition into three clusters based on type of 
sensory system: the left and right pre/postcentral regions formed 
one cluster, the left and right superior temporal regions formed a 
second cluster, and the third cluster consisted of  bilateral visual 
cortices, the right fusiform, and right PCC.

3.2 NYU Adult Results
Amplitude variance asymmetry patterns identified for this 

group of  participants were qualitatively similar to those found in 
the UNITN dataset, with bilateral AVA patterns found in ventral 
precentral and postcentral regions, occipital regions extending 
dorsally towards inferior parietal areas, and lateral temporal 
regions.  Neuroanatomical regions associated with such activity 
are shown in Table 2, and the distribution of  these clusters 
activity is shown in Figure 4.  As for the UNITN dataset, in all 
cases the AVA pattern was a floor-mode one with higher variance 
for peaks than pits of  the BOLD response.  The overall agreement 
between the NYU and UNITN results is noticeable considering 
the data were acquired from two different groups of  healthy 
adults, at different scanners with very different acquisition 
parameters.  We examined the spatial overlap between the NYU 
and UNITN AVA results by thresholding both maps at a liberal 
threshold (AVA > 1, p < .05 uncorrected) and quantifying the 
overlap of  the two sets using Dice’s (1945) coefficient [(2 * 
set_intersection) / set_union], whose value was .59.  The same 
analysis applied to sets of  voxels showing AVA < 1 demonstrated a 
much lower spatial overlap of  .02.  These data indicate a relatively 
high degree of  spatial reproducibility in floor-mode patterns 
across the adult groups, but low agreement in ceiling-mode 
patterns.

FIGURE 4
REGIONS SHOWING AMPLITUDE VARIANCE ASYMMETRY FOR THE NYU ADULT COHORT
Data are projected to inflated cortical surface. LH: Left hemisphere (lateral, medial, posterior view).  RH: Right 
hemisphere.  Warmer colors indicate a voxel ratio increasingly greater than 1; in all areas VR exceeded 1.0 
corresponding to a ‘floor mode’ fluctuation profile.  Table 2 reports center of mass coordinates for clusters in Talairach 
space.
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As with the UNITN data set we conducted an analysis of  
peak-to-peak timings for all voxels falling in clusters showing 
statistically significant AVA effects.  Given the lower temporal 
resolution for this cohort (TR = 2.0), the temporal smoothing had 
a stronger effect.  The modal peak-to-peak interval in all clusters 
was 8 sec (25% of  the cases), with 18% of  the cases falling in the 6 
sec interval, and 20% of  the cases falling in the 10 sec interval (see 
Supplementary Figure S4). 

3.3 Potential Relation of AVA 
Patterns to Variance of Time 
Series

Could AVA be a proxy for the amount of  variance in a 
voxel’s time series?  From a formal perspective this clearly need 
not be the case since a time series’ variance could vary without 
affecting AVA.  To illustrate, increasing the amplitude of  a regular 
sine-wave-like activity increases the time series' variance, but 
consistently maintains a VR of  1 since in a sine wave the variance 
of  the local minima and maxima is identical.  Thus, changes in 
variance do not necessarily indicate changes in AVA.  Conversely, 
a voxel with a high AVA could be associated with lower time-series  
variance than a voxel with low AVA.  

To examine the relationship between AVA and the variance 
of  the time series we conducted a voxel-wise analysis of  the NYU 
datasets.  For every voxel we calculated the correlation between 
AVA values and the standard deviation of  the voxel’s time series.  
We found no brain region where this correlation was reliable, 
either at typical single voxel threshold (p < .005, FWE corrected 

Table&2:&Clusters&showing&significant&amplitude&variance&asymmetry&(AVA)&for&adult&NYU&cohort.&&

& & Center&of&Mass& Max&
Tstat&

Coordinates&&
(max&T)&

AVA&Mean&&
(SD,&Extreme)&&

Location&(max&T)&

&
#&

Voxels&
1mm3&

x& y& z& & x& y& z& & Taliarach&
location&

BA&

&
1& 41686& 1& R66& 27& 9.01& 2& R31& 71& 1.13&(0.04,&1.24)& R.&Paracentral&

Lobule&
6&

2& 8967& 19& R58& R10& 7.45& 33& R72& R24& 1.11&(0.04,&1.21)& R.&Uvula& NA&
3& 7232& 56& R11& 21& 6.61& 60& R17& 32& 1.13&(0.09,&1.30)& R.&Postcentral&G& 3&
4& 5890& R55& R16& 21& 6.32& R61& R5& 13& 1.14&(0.09,&1.28)& L.&Precentral&G.& 43&
5& 1891& R52& R31& 42& 5.90& R55& R33& 52& 1.11&(0.08,&1.17)& L.&Postcentral&G.& 40&
&
Note.&AVA&Mean&and&AVA&Extreme&values&refer&to&parameters&extracted&from&groupRlevel&map,&per&each&
cluster.&AVA&SD&refers&to&the&standard&deviation&across&participants&of&the&mean&AVA&in&each&cluster.&&

for multiple comparisons using cluster threshold) or at a less strict 
single voxel level (p < .05, FWE corrected for multiple 
comparisons using cluster threshold).  

3.4 Oregon Children Results
After removal of  low quality datasets as indicated by 

Oregon's scanning logs (these had head motion exceeding voxel 
size in at least one direction), we obtained 38 datasets of  non-
clinical and 30 datasets of  clinically diagnosed children.  IQ 
scores differed reliably between the two groups, with an average of 
107 (SD=13.8) for the ADHD diagnosed children, and an average 
of  119 for the typically developing children (SD=12.8), t(65) = 
3.45, p = .001.  We first evaluated whether there were any regions  
where AVA patterns differed in a statistically significant way for 
the typical and ADHD-diagnosed children.  Because of  the 
differences in IQ scores, the evaluation of  differences in AVA 
patterns was done using analysis of  covariance that included IQ 
as a covariate.  This analysis did not reveal any statistically 
significant cluster where the two groups differed (p < .005 voxel 
threshold uncorrected, adjusted for multiple comparisons via 
cluster thresholding). Because we found no reliable differences, we 
combined the two datasets in further analyses  

As seen in Figure 5 and Table 3, AVA activation patterns in 
children were identified in both lateral and medial frontal regions, 
with distributions that differed remarkably from those found in 
adults.  The clearest pattern evident in the children group is an 
extensive fronto-parietal distribution of  regions showing a ceiling 
mode AVA pattern, with greater variance for the pits than peaks 
of  the BOLD response.  These were found in practically the 
entire frontal cortex, both laterally and medially.  In addition, 
such patterns were found in the inferior parietal lobule extending 
to posterior STG/STS and posterior cingulate gyrus extending to 
precuneus.  Two regions showed a floor mode AVA pattern for 
children, one covering sections of  the lingual and 
parahippocampal gyrus, and the other, dorsal parts of  the pre- 

FIGURE 5
REGIONS SHOWING AMPLITUDE 
VARIANCE ASYMMETRY FOR THE 
CHILDREN DATASET
Data are projected to inflated cortical surface. LH: Left 
hemisphere (lateral, Medial); RH: Right hemisphere.  
Warmer colors indicate a voxel ratio increasingly greater 
than 1 and cooler colors indicate a voxel ratio 
increasingly lower than 1.0.  In contrast to adults, 
children showed numerous regions where the voxel 
ratio was below 1.0, corresponding to a ‘ceiling mode’ 
fluctuation profile.  Table 3 reports center of mass 
coordinates for clusters in Talairach space
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and post-central gyri (these were located dorsally to regions found 
for adults).

A single region demonstrated a reliable correlation between 
children's AVA values and IQ, located in the posterior section of  
the right inferior temporal gyrus/ middle occipital gyrus (see 
Figure 6).  The correlation was highly reliable within each of  the 
voxels in the region (p < .005), with a higher amplitude variance 
asymmetry associated with higher IQ scores.  The correlation 
between IQ and AVA across the entire region was also statistically 
significant (Pearson’s r=0.50, p < .0001).

The peak-to-peak timing analysis showed that modal peak-
to-peak interval in the AVA clusters occurred within 10 sec.  
Around 16% of  the instances fell in the 7.5 sec bin, and 19% of  
the instances in the 12.5 sec bin.  

3.5 Direct Evaluation of 
Differences between Adult and 
Children Amplitude Variance 
Asymmetry Patterns

A direct contrast of  AVA patterns found for adults and 
children revealed statistically significant differences in inferior 
parietal regions, middle and inferior frontal gyri, and ventral 
medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), bilaterally.  In all cases the AVA 
values were below unity for children, but near unity for adults.  
There were no reliable differences in the dorsal occipital regions.  

Table&3:&&Clusters&showing&significant&amplitude&variance&asymmetry&(AVA)&for&children&Oregon&cohort.&&

& & Center&of&Mass& Max&
Tstat&

Coordinates&(max&T)& AVA&Mean&&
(SD,&Extreme)&

Location&(max&T)&

&
#&

Voxels&
1mm3&

x& y& z& & x& y& z& & Taliarach&location& BA&

&
1& 245781& Q2& &27& &13& Q11.0& Q45& 41& Q2& 0.84&(0.10,&0.69)& L&Inferior&Frontal&G& 10&
2& 21939& Q48& &Q51& &33& Q9.35& Q53& Q41& 36& 0.85&(0.12,&0.73)& L&Supramarginal&G& 40&
3& 15756& &1& &Q46& &31& Q7.42& 11& Q64& 32& 0.86&(0.11,&0.75)& R&Precuneus& 7&
4& 15231& Q1& &Q51& Q35& Q7.00& Q14& Q61& Q36& 0.88&(0.12,&0.60)& L&Cerebellar&Tonsil& NA&
5& 14775& 51& &Q46& &35& Q7.51& 54& Q49& 30& 0.84&(0.13,&0.75)& R&Supramarginal&G&& 40&
6& 13414& 0& &Q61& Q6.0& 5.24& Q18& Q62& 3& 1.16&(0.26,&1.25)& L&Lingual&G& 19&
7& 4220& 59& &Q24& Q10& Q6.58& 64& Q40& Q1& 0.87&(0.15,&0.74)& R&Mid.&Temp.&G& 21&
8& 3823& &Q34& &Q34& &59& 4.79& Q37& Q41& 60& 1.15&(0.26,&1.22)& L&Postcentral&G& 5&
9& 3745& Q11& &Q31& &66& 5.11& Q5& Q37& 71& 1.14&(0.29,&1.19)& L&Paracentral&

Lobule&
4&

& &
Note.&AVA&Mean&and&AVA&Extreme&values&refer&to&parameters&extracted&from&groupQlevel&map,&per&each&
cluster.&AVA&SD&refers&to&the&standard&deviation&across&participants&of&the&mean&AVA&in&each&cluster.&&

Figure 7 and Table 4 show regions where the AVA maps differed 
between the two groups.  

Differences in AVA ratios between groups identify differences  
in dynamics but cannot tell what is the factor driving the 
difference between the groups.  The finding of  ceiling-mode 
patterns for children but near-unity values for adults in the regions 
identified here could be due to the fact that, e.g., children and 
adults have similar σ2(peaks), but that children have a larger 
σ2(pits), or conversely, that both groups have similar σ2(pits) but 
different σ2(peaks).  To illustrate, an AVA value of  1 for adults and 
0.5 for children can be derived from a 100:100 ratio for adults, 
and a 100:200 ratio for children, but these AVA values could also 
derive from a 100:100 ratio for adults vs. a 50:100 ratio for 
children.  To resolve this ambiguity we extracted σ2(peaks) and 
σ2(pits) values in each of  the clusters identified in the adults vs. 
children contrast.  The analysis showed that qualitatively, 
differences were mainly driven by higher σ2(pits) values for 
children (see Figure S6 Supplementary materials) . There were 
three clusters where σ2(pits) values were reliably or marginally 
higher for children, but σ2(pits) values were not.   These included 
one cluster in the right IPL (cluster #4, t(60) = 2.43, p = .018) and 
two additional clusters (#5, #7) showing the same trend but with 
statistically marginal differences (p values = .053, .056).  There 
was one cluster with a different pattern, where the difference in 
AVA appeared to be driven by higher σ2(peaks)  for adults (#6, left 
DLPFC; t(60)  = 2.74, p < .01).  For this specific analysis we only 
included data from typically developing children.  The exclusion 
of  clinically-diagnosed children was due to generally higher values  
of  both σ2(peaks) and σ2(pits) for clinically-diagnosed children (vs. 
the normally developing children group); this was found in all of  
the significant adults vs. children regions, with several regions 
showing statistically significant effects for both parameters 
(clusters #1, #2, #5).  AVA values did not differ between the 2 
children groups in these regions.

FIGURE 6
BRAIN REGION SHOWING A SIGNIFICANT 
CORRELATION BETWEEN VAR(PEAKS)/ 
VAR(PITS) AND IQ FOR CHILDREN
Scatter plot shows correlation between the two 
variables in the voxel showing the maximal effect in that 
region.  Family wise error corrected at p < .05 
controlling for cluster extent, p < .005 for each voxel 
uncorrected
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In order to quantify the similarity between patterns of  AVA 
across the two age groups, we thresholded each groups' AVA maps 
at a liberal threshold (p < .05 uncorrected) and conducted a Dice 
overlap analysis between each age group’s significant clusters.  We 
performed this analysis separately for AVA > 1 and AVA < 1. 
Dice's coefficient was 0.32 for the AVA > 1 sets, and 0.14 for the 
AVA < 1 sets.  This indicates a moderately-low overlap in 
distribution of  floor-mode patterns between adults and children, 
and lower overlap in ceiling-mode patterns.

3.6 Comparing Adult and Children 
Datasets in Functional Regions of 
Interest 

Given the relatively low similarity in AVA patterns found for 
adults and children, we wanted to investigate whether children 
showed 'adult like' AVA patterns in regions showing significant 
AVA patterns for adults and conversely, if  adults showed child-like 

Table&4:&Clusters&where&amplitude&variance&asymmetry&patterns&differed&for&children&and&adults&

& & Center&of&Mass& Max& Coordinates&(max&T)& Location&(max&T)&
&
#&

Voxels&
1mm3&

x& y& z& Tstat& x& y& z& Taliarach&location& BA&

&1& 7204& 42& I38& 6& 7.58& 44& I43& I1& L.&Inferior&Frontal&G.& 10&
2& 5972& I33& I44& 6& 5.31& I34& I49& I2& R.&Middle&Frontal&G.& 10&
3& 5845& 54& 42& 33& 7.08& 56& 41& 38& L.&Inf.&Par.&Lobule& 40&
4& 4929& I53& 43& 38& 5.22& I54& 39& 43& R.&Inf.&Par.&Lobule& 40&
5& 4522& 3& I31& I10& 5.07& 5& I24& I11& L.&Anterior&Cingulate& 24&
6& 3508& 42& I7& 34& 5.21& 46& I11& 33& L.&Middle&Frontal&G,& 9&
7& 1737& I1& I41& 18& 5.39& I2& I39& 19& R.&Anterior&Cingulate& 32&
&

!

AVA patterns in regions showing significant AVA patterns for 
children.  To evaluate this issue, we defined clusters identified for 
the NYU adult cohort (section 3.2) and the children cohort 
(section 3.5) as functional ROIs and examined activity levels in 
these regions for the converse group age.  

3.6.1 Children AVA patterns in functional ROIs defined 
from adult data

Of  the 5 regions defined from the adult data, 2 showed a 
statistically significant floor-mode AVA pattern for children; i.e., a 
pattern similar to that found for adults.  These included one 
cluster in lateral occipital cortex (cluster #1 in Table 2, t(67)= 4.1, 
p < .001) and another in the vicinity of  the lingual gyrus (cluster 
#2 in Table 2, t(67)= 3.2, p = .002).  A third cluster in the left IPL 
(cluster #5) showed a reliable ceiling mode effect for children, 
t(67) = -3.6, p < .001, though it demonstrated a floor-mode 
pattern for adults.  

To examine if  higher AVA values in these functional ROIs 
correlated with more mature cognitive abilities, we correlated 
children’s AVA values in these adult ROIs with the children’s IQ 
measures.  Reliable positive correlations were found for the 
occipital ROIs (clusters 1 and 2 in adult maps) where higher AVA 
was associated with higher IQ; Pearson’s r = .331, p = .006, 
Pearson's r = .27, p < .05, respectively.  This suggests that more 

FIGURE 7
REGIONS WHERE AMPLITUDE VARIANCE 
ASYMMETRY VALUES DIFFERED 
SIGNIFICANTLY BETWEEN ADULTS AND 
CHILDREN.
Yellow indicates lower AVA values for children than for 
adults. Lower panel indicates VR values in each of the 
identified clusters for children and adults. Cluster 
numbers correspond to those in Table 4. Note that in 
most of these regions adults showed AVA values near 
unity, whereas children showed ceiling mode effects.
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adult-like AVA patterns in these regions are associated with more 
adult-like cognitive abilities as measured by IQ.  Because in this 
cohort, typically developing children had a higher IQ overall, it 
could be that the correlation between BOLD and IQ reflected the 
effect of  clinical state.  To investigate this potential factor, we re-
analyzed the correlation between AVA values and IQ in these 5 
fROIS separately for the clinical and non-clinical children groups.  
For the non-clinical children, clusters #1 and #2 showed 
marginally positive correlations with IQ (r ~ 0,27, p = .08, .09), in 
the direction reported when considering all children conjointly.  
For the clinically diagnosed children, none of  the clusters showed 
a correlation that approached significance.  This suggests that the 
correlation between IQ and AVA seen when collapsing both 
children groups was not driven by IQ differences between the 
clinical-and non-clinical children.  We conducted a similar 
analysis to see if  children’s IQ was correlated with AVA values in 
the 9 regions identified in their own data, but none of  these 
correlations approached significance.  

3.6.2 Adult AVA patterns in functional ROIs defined 
from children data

The converse analysis examined adult activation patterns in 
regions defined by children’s AVA patterns.  This analysis revealed 
that within one functional ROI (cluster #1 in children’s results), 
adults showed a reliable ceiling mode activity pattern of  the sort 
found for children (t(24) = -2.11, p < .05).  In four other 
functional ROIs (#2, 8, 6, 9), adults demonstrated a reliable floor 
mode AVA pattern (all p values < .005).  Note, however, that for 
the latter three regions children showed floor mode AVA patterns 
as well so this finding is not at all surprising; that is, adults 
demonstrated floor mode AVA patterns in all three regions for 
which children demonstrate floor mode patterns.  However, in the 
left IPL (cluster #2), children showed a reliable ceiling mode 
pattern whereas adults showed a reliable floor-mode pattern.  To 
summarize, while the whole-brain analysis for adults did not 
identify any region showing a reliable ceiling mode AVA pattern, 
this pattern was found for adults when examining activity in 
regions defined from the children’s results.  In three other ROIs, 
adults and children showed floor-mode AVA patterns.  Finally, in a 
large region encompassing the left IPL, adults showed a floor-
mode AVA pattern whereas children showed a ceiling-mode 
pattern.

4. Discussion
The motivation for the current study was the idea that neural 

processing taking place during  wakeful rest  may be manifested in 
heterogeneous  forms of resting state activity dynamics,  and that 
these dynamics  could vary depending on chronological age, 
clinical status, and intellectual maturity.  Our examination was 
motivated by prior work showing that dynamics  of the resting 

state BOLD signal that are independent of low-frequency 
oscillations carry meaningful information (Becker et al.,  2011; 
Britz et al., 2010;  Chang and Glover, 2010;  Garrett et al., 2010; 
Hasson et al., 2009;  Musso et al.,  2010;  Petridou et al., 2012; 
Tagliazucchi et al.,  2010, 2012;  Van De Ville et al.,  2010) and that 
BOLD variance is correlated with age (Garrett et al.,  2010).  Our 
first and most general main finding is  that during wakeful rest,  the 
human brain demonstrates strong patterns of amplitude variance 
asymmetry (AVA)  activity that can be described by the relative 
stability of the amplitude of the local minima and maxima point 
of  the BOLD signal.  

We identified two types  of AVA patterns: a ‘floor-mode’ 
pattern showing  greater variance for peaks  of the BOLD time 
series than for its  pits,  and a ‘ceiling-mode’ pattern demonstrating 
the opposite effect, with greater variance for the pits  of the time 
series.  Second,  we report that these AVA profiles  show some 
differences  but also several important commonalities  between 
adults and children.  Finally, we show that higher scores  on an 
intelligence quotient measure in children are associated with 
greater similarity to adult-like activity patterns in certain regions.

4.1 Amplitude Variance 
Asymmetries as Indices to Stable 
Baseline States

The floor- and ceiling-mode resting  state fluctuation patterns 
we find have not been previously documented.  Beyond the 
potential functional significance of these profiles,  which we discuss 
below, identifying these patterns  allows addressing the issue of 
whether a relatively stable baseline exists  in a given brain region 
and in doing  so also  quantify upward or downward departures 
from that baseline.  Several methods  have been developed for 
analyzing the BOLD signal to identify brain regions  marked by 
transient,  internally generated events  (e.g., Petridou et al.,  2012; 
Tagliazucchi et al., 2010),  but to our knowledge,  this is  the first 
method to identify brain regions  where departures  from baseline, 
in the form of activations  or deactivations,  are exemplified by 
differences  in variance between the sets  of local-maxima and 
local-minima,  thus providing  more information about the nature 
of  the fluctuation patterns themselves. 

While perfusion-based neuroimaging allows  measuring an 
absolute physiological baseline, BOLD data allow only for relative 
comparisons, and for this  reason strong arguments  have been 
made against assuming  a functional baseline from BOLD data 
(Morcom and Fletcher, 2007).  Identifying AVA patterns  in resting 
state data contributes  a partial solution to this  debate as  it allows 
identifying a functional baseline, albeit,  by definition, only for 
cortical regions  where deviations  from baseline occur.  The 
principle underlying this  method is  that the functional baseline is 
the steadier or more static state,  and that departures  from this 
stable state are marked by less  stability (increased variance) as 
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measured in the BOLD time series.  When described from the 
viewpoint of dynamic systems outlined in the introduction,  one 
can consider the baseline activity as  a strong  attractor,  whereas 
departure-instances  from that attractor terminate in a more 
diverse range of  endpoints.  

4.2 The Nature of Amplitude 
Variance Asymmetry 

In contrast to methods that study resting state activity by 
identifying functional networks, the approach developed here does 
not assume temporal stationarity in the signal, but identifies 
regions  with specific statistical activation features.  It can therefore 
identify groups  of cortical regions  that show similar modes  of 
operation without being synchronized or that change their degree 
of synchronization over time.  However, because the AVA method 
does  not rely on spatial constraints, it was  important to determine 
the extent to which the identified regions  form functional resting 
state networks.  

We performed such an analysis  for the UNITN dataset for 
which we obtained independent physiological measurements  that 
could be partialled out of the signal so  to  rule out alternative, 
physiologically related, explanations  for connectivity.  Our 
examination of functional connectivity between AVA regions 
documented the following results.  First, overall functional 
connectivity within AVA regions was quite high.  Second,  by 
applying hierarchical clustering to single-participant connectivity 
maps, we found that the resulting clustering  solutions  were highly 
similar across participants,  beyond what would be expected by 
chance.  This  suggests  that connectivity patterns within AVA 
regions  reflect intrinsic biological constraints  that  impose similar 
network structures  across individuals, at a fine level of resolution.  
The above-chance similarity of the hierarchical clustering solution 
across  individuals  allowed us  to construct a consensus solution 
that indicated aspects  of the network structure shared across 
participants and to interpret these solutions  in a meaningful way.  
It showed that the dynamics in AVA regions  did not reflect a 
single source of spontaneous  activity (though such cases are likely 
to exist, Scholvinck et al.,  2010).  Instead,  these regions  were 
partitioned into three sets  according to sensory modality,  with one 
set for bilateral premotor regions, one for bilateral temporal 
regions  and one for bilateral visual regions.  This  finding  is 
consistent  with research showing that homotopic regions 
demonstrate strong synchronization during  wakeful rest (Stark et 
al.,  2008).  More importantly, this  clustering analysis  suggests  that 
AVA patterns  reflect the output of different sources  of activity 
during  rest,  rather than a single source,  consistent with recent 
theoretical models (Deco et al., 2011).  

4.3 Potential Functional 
Significance of Amplitude Variance 
Asymmetry 

The current findings  raise the question of what is  the 
functional significance of activity in AVA regions and which of 
those activity patterns, if any, may be indexing cognitive activity 
during  rest.  A relatively surprising null result in this context was 
that  AVA patterns  were not  found in regions  associated with the 
default mode network (DMN),  a major network thought to 
mediate spontaneous  thoughts, mind wandering or intrinsic 
activity more generally (Raichle, 2010).  In what follows we 
discuss the possible sources  of AVA patterns, and its  absence from 
DMN regions.

For the adult  data,  the spatial distribution of AVA activity in 
visual and premotor regions  resembles that seen in recent 
multimodal EEG/fMRI studies  examining BOLD correlates  of 
EEG bands.  The bilateral premotor regions  we identify have 
been associated with the power envelope of rolandic alpha and 
beta EEG rhythms (10Hz, 20Hz;  Ritter et al., 2009), as well as 
oscillations in the gamma and theta rhythms  during  rest (Giraud 
et al., 2007).  Equally important,  in adults, the premotor regions 
showing AVA patterns do not overlap with motor regions  where 
BOLD or EEG activity are modulated by actual movement of 
hand or foot (Yuan et al.,  2010).  This  argues  against the 
possibility that these transients were produced by participants’ 
motion during the scan.  Additionally,  the distribution of these 
regions  does not match that of sensorimotor networks  identified 
via ICA during the resting states,  as  the latter also encompass 
medial aspects  of the sensorimotor cortex (De Luca et al., 2006).  
We therefore suggest that the AVA pattern in ventral premotor 
regions  does not index actual movement or maintenance of a 
general sensorimotor network.  Instead, it may be that activity in 
these regions  is  associated with inhibition of movement,  due to 
the experimental demand of participants  to keep still during the 
study.  Whether such inhibition of movement is  associated with 
floor-mode or ceiling-mode activity patterns can be empirically 
examined in the future via controlled studies that examining  AVA 
patterns in motor cortex during  left/right motor tapping tasks or 
go/no-go tasks.

The large bilateral visual cluster we identify very strongly 
resembles  regions  where negative correlations between BOLD 
activity and global field power (GFP) or relative power in alpha 
band have been repeatedly observed (De Luca et al.,  2006;  Freyer 
et al., 2011;  Laufs  et al., 2003,  2006;  Sadaghiani et al., 2010; 
Scheeringa et al.,  2008,  2009,  2011;  Yuan et al., 2010).  A recent 
study also  suggests  a positive correlation between BOLD activity 
and the phase of high-gamma in the visual cortex (Scheeringa et 
al.,  2011).  The negative correlation between BOLD and alpha 
power typically encompass  a large extent of the dorsal visual 
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stream, extending  into the dorsal part of the intraparietal sulcus, 
and including also the lingual gyrus,  strongly corresponding  to our 
large bilateral visual cluster (an occipital—parietal pattern,  Laufs 
et al., 2006; Sadaghiani et al., 2010).  

This  overlap between occipital and premotor regions 
showing AVA patterns  and those identified by prior multimodal 
studies suggests  that AVA patterns  in these regions are related to 
departures from idling,  often associated with desynchronization of 
the alpha rhythm (Freyer et al., 2011).  Supporting this  possibility 
is  the finding  that alpha band activity switches  between a limited 
number of states  signaling global phase synchronization, with 
states sometimes  dwelled on for several seconds  (Ito  et al., 2007).  
If transients  result from de-synchronization,  they could be related 
to cognitive (information) processing during rest.  However,  for 
several reasons  we are cautious to draw a strong link between the 
alpha activity per se and AVA.  First,  BOLD fluctuations  during 
rest are best modeled as  a combination of activity in different 
frequency bands rather than as  being related to  power in a 
particular band (Lu et al.,  2007;  Mantini et al., 2007;  Scholvinck 
et al.,  2010).  The actual transfer function from neural activity to 
BOLD is likely a complex one, integrating  over the entire 
frequency profile (Kilner et al., 2005;  Rosa et al.,  2010).  Second, 
alpha power is  correlated with BOLD signal in fronto-parietal 
regions  (Laufs  et al.,  2003), but we did not document an AVA 
profile in these regions, at least for adults.  

The AVA patterns  found in lateral temporal regions  could be 
associated with various  functions,  including  the generation of 
internal speech, imagery of auditory objects,  or fluctuations  in 
auditory attention.  However, prior work suggests that modulation 
of auditory attention affects activity differently,  with a strong 
impact on activity around primary and secondary auditory 
cortices (the supratemporal plane), including  also supplementary 
motor areas,  parietal regions  and prefrontal cortex (Voisin et al., 
2006).  This configuration is quite different from the one we find 
in temporal regions.  Engagement in auditory imagery of specific 
sounds  activates aspects of STG and MTG that are more 
posterior than found here (Bunzeck et al.,  2005).  However, 
imagination of familiar songs  during silence activates  lateral 
temporal regions  very similar to those we identify (Kraemer et al., 
2005).  Thus, it is  possible that AVA in lateral temporal regions 
may be associated with a process akin to “internal speech”.

When defining functional ROIs  on the basis  of children’s 
data,  we identified one region where adults  showed a ceiling-mode 
activity pattern.  This  area encompassed both lateral and medial 
frontal regions.  This mode of activity in frontal regions  is 
consistent with findings from prior work documenting the relation 
between task and resting-state metabolic activity in this  region 
using  CMRO2 quantification (Lin et al., 2011).  That work found 
that the left vmPFC demonstrated a unique CMRO2 deactivation 
pattern: it was characterized by task-induced deactivation for all 

participants, but interestingly, weaker deactivation for participants 
spending more time on task.  That is,  greater task involvement 
resulted in more baseline-like activity patterns.  Taken together 
with the current finding of ceiling-mode effects in this  region,  this 
could suggest that, at least for some participants, vmPFC may 
often be in an “on” state of information processing during rest, 
and furthermore,  that this state remains during  strong task 
engagement.  This conjecture is  consistent with work showing that 
certain cortical regions demonstrate similar activity levels  during 
rumination and highly demanding tasks  (Dumontheil et al.,  2010).  
However,  the current study cannot empirically determine the 
precise source of difference between floor- and ceiling-mode 
activity patterns.  The AVA is  an unbiased method for identifying 
sources  of spontaneous  resting state activity. Cross-referencing 
AVA patterns with concurrent temporal data obtained via MEG 
or EEG will lead to an understanding  of the types  of neural 
fluctuations that differentiate the two patterns.

We expected the analysis  of AVA patterns  to identify DMN 
regions,  but did not find this pattern.  Our prediction was based 
on prior work (Golland et al., 2007)  showing that several DMN 
regions,  including the posterior cingulate and inferior parietal 
lobule, show activity patterns that are independent of 
environmental input.  Specifically, that work demonstrated that 
BOLD fluctuations in these regions  were not consistent across two 
presentations of the same movie segment;  i.e.,  these regions 
showed weak within-participant correlations, indicating they were 
not driven by external input.  That work also demonstrated that 
these “intrinsic”  regions  formed a functional network during rest 
and movie presentation.  Our null findings for AVA patterns  in the 
DMN are similar to those discussed previously (Laufs  et al.,  2006), 
noting that the DMN is  not associated with BOLD correlates  of 
rapid dynamics;  specifically, BOLD fluctuations  in DMN regions 
are not associated with either the occipital alpha or the fronto-
parietal alpha patterns.  Null effects however should always  be 
interpreted with caution, as  we discuss  below (Limitations;  section 
4.6). 

4.4 Aspects of Development and 
Maturation

There were several findings  relating AVA patterns  to 
development and maturation.  In several regions there was  a link 
between children's  IQ and AVA patterns,  and a direct contrast 
between the children and adults  showed differences in AVA 
patterns in several regions. Before considering potential 
implications,  we note that the results  of the direct contrast 
between adults and children could be related to the fact that the 
children and adults  were scanned at different MR facilities.  
Different scanning  sites could vary on MR parameters  that would 
affect sensitivity to AVA (Greve et al., 2010).  These include 
differences  in B0 distortions that could cause differential 
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registration to common space and impact signal quality, or 
systematic differences  in intensity that affect temporal SNR and 
thus  sensitivity to AVA patterns.  For these reasons,  the direct 
comparison of adult and children data awaits  a definitive 
replication at a single site.  However, as  we discuss below, the 
differences  in patterns  are consistent with prior work on 
differences  between adult and children resting-state activity 
generators. 

The children showed a dominant ceiling  mode AVA pattern 
in practically the entire frontal cortex as  well as inferior parietal 
regions  bilaterally.  These results  may reflect well-documented 
differences  in low frequency oscillations in children vs. adults.  It is 
known that  alpha, beta and slow-wave power measured from 
frontal,  parietal and temporal regions  weakens with development, 
and is  accompanied by a reduction in gray matter volume 
(Whitford et al.,  2007).  Michels  et al. (2011)  compared EEG 
power in different bands  between children (mean=10 years  of 
age) and adults, and showed that the strongest differences are 
found in dorsal pre- and post-central gyri as well as  the medial 
and lateral frontal cortex.  Interestingly,  the areas where the 
differences  in AVA patterns were strongest for adults and children 
are ones  whose functional connectivity is  stronger for adults  than 
for children (Fair et al.,  2007a).  This  may suggest that the 
reduction of spontaneous activity of the sort documented here 
gives rise to the long-range connectivity between IPL and 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex that is more dominant in adults. 

In the current study, some clusters where AVA signatures 
were found for adults were not found for children.  It is  possible, 
however, that this  dissimilarity could be due to MR site-effects or 
to the statistical thresholds  used.  It is therefore important to  not 
overlook the similarity in profiles  found for adults and children: 
when adults’ data were used as  functional regions of interest, 
signatures  of adult-like AVA patterns  were found in the children’s 
data,  and an overlap analysis showed moderate agreement 
between sets  of regions  showing  floor-mode profiles  for adults  and 
children.  Specifically, two occipital clusters where AVA was  found 
for adults  showed a floor-mode pattern in children when defined 
as functional ROIs, and in both of these clusters, higher IQ was 
associated with a higher σ2(peak)/ σ2(pits)  ratio.  This  suggests 
that  changes in AVA are linked to development or intellectual 
maturation and that AVA patterns  in certain regions  may show 
gradual changes over time.  More generally, this  overlap suggests 
that  beyond developmental differences,  there exist important 
similarities in AVA patterns between adults  and children.  On the 
basis  of these findings,  we suggest that lack of AVA should not be 
treated as  a hallmark of development. Instead, in fronto-parietal 
regions  development is  associated with a shift towards unity, 
whereas  other regions,  e.g.,  occipital cortex,  demonstrate an AVA 
above unity from childhood through adulthood.  It may be that 
the transition from a ceiling-mode profile towards  unity in fronto-

parietal regions  indicates that for children, these regions mediate a 
tonic state of high activity with few departures  from that state, 
potentially related to  less  frequent activity bursts,  or reduced 
power in lower frequencies.  Evaluating  these questions  using 
EEG or MEG is an interesting question for future work.

The potential relation between development and the 
temporal features  of neural activity has  been the focus of several 
recent studies  (see McIntosh et al., 2010,  for recent review).  Using 
MEG, these have quantified the degree of complexity in short 
response-locked epochs  using  multi-scale entropy (MSE, Costa et 
al.,  2002) and consistently found that activity in these epochs 
becomes more complex with age.  This  increase in complexity 
with age has generally been interpreted as  a transition to more 
complex activity dynamics with development.  To the extent that 
AVA departures  from unity are interpreted as  more complex 
patterns, the current findings  indicate the converse;  that in regions 
that  differentiate adults  from children, it is  adults  who show 
simpler dynamics.  We note several essential differences  between 
the prior and current work that could account for these apparent 
differences.  First,  in contrast to the aforementioned MEG work, 
the current study deals with endogenous,  non-task-linked BOLD 
signals, devoid of any external driving  input or decision-making.  
Thus,  the actual cognitive process targeted is  different.  Second, 
the temporal length of the fMRI data analyzed in our work is  2-3 
orders  of magnitudes  larger than the short epochs analyzed in 
that  work, which often analyzed epochs shorter than 2sec.  
Therefore,  conclusions  derived from that developmental work on 
within-epoch signal complexity may not easily generalize over 
task, time scale and type of measure and for this reason may not 
offer a direct basis  for comparison.  Furthermore, we do not see 
the two sets  of results  as  necessarily divergent;  it could be that 
MSE methods,  if applied to resting-state fMRI data of 
appropriate length, would support the current findings.  Our work 
is however consistent with fMRI studies  showing that increased 
BOLD variance is linked to behavioral indices: it  is  associated 
with better task performance (Garrett et al.,  2011),  and its 
sensitivity to task demands further correlates  with age and task 
performance (Garrett et al., 2012).  

4.5 Relation to Other Techniques 
for Analyzing Spontaneous 
Activity

Several features  of the AVA analysis separate it from prior 
work on analysis of transient activity during rest.  First, in contrast 
to  several prior methods  for examining variance structure of the 
BOLD signal (Morgan et al., 2008;  Morgan and Gore, 2009; 
Tagliazucchi et al.,  2010), our work is not based on identification 
of (infrequent)  spiking events and their spatial co-occurrence.  
Instead, it implements  a holistic assessment of the entire time 
series after spike removal.  That is, whereas  spike analysis 
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disregards time points  that are not spikes,  such data form valid 
inputs  for our study and for this  reason the data were purposefully 
de-spiked prior to analysis.  Second,  the method allows  for non-
stationarity in the time series  that  is  manifested by slow shifts  in 
mean and variance over time.  Such slow shifts  do  not impact the 
sensitivity of the AVA analysis  since local minima and maxima 
occur in a local context.  As  shown for the UNITN dataset,  voxels 
demonstrating  reliable AVA shifted between local minima and 
maxima quite often with modal peak-to-peak timings of 6  or 7.5 
sec in different clusters, and with a not-insignificant number 
appearing with 4.5  sec of the prior peak.  Third,  the results  of the 
AVA analysis demonstrate high precision, in that the regions 
identified are structured in terms  of anatomical systems.  In 
contrast,  the analysis  of spike co-occurrence, while being able to 
reveal anatomical systems,  may suffer from lower precision since it 
can identify extremely large sections of cortex where artifacts 
cause spike co-occurrence (Morgan and Gore, 2009).  Finally and 
most importantly,  spike analyses  are orthogonal to the issue of 
whether the spontaneous  activity reflects  floor- or ceiling-mode 
activity.   

In this  context it is important to consider more generally 
what type of additional information is  offered by AVA in relation 
to other existing methods for quantifying  time series  complexity or 
disorder,  and what are its  relative applicative advantages.  As 
mentioned above,  multi-scale entropy methods  (MSE) have been 
successfully used for quantifying  the degree of disorder in highly 
complex signals,  including  MEG and EEG responses.  These 
methods  quantify the degree of disorder in different temporal 
scales  and can potentially provide information regarding neural 
sources  of signal fluctuations.  However, to the best of our 
knowledge MSE has  not been applied to BOLD data, likely due 
to technical and interpretive hurdles: (a) it necessitates  very large 
time series  of a sort not easily obtained in neuroimaging studies, 
so its  applicability to shorter BOLD time series  is unclear;  (b) 
MSE typically quantifies  disorder in each temporal scale using 
sample entropy (SE). When applied to BOLD data,  SE would 
partially reflect the degree of temporal autocorrelation in the 
signal,  and could therefore be affected by factors impacting 
BOLD autocorrelation,  including  potential physiological impacts 
on the BOLD response.  

By focusing  on rapid fluctuations  of local minima and 
maxima, AVA can be applied to short BOLD time series,  as 
shown in its application to the 150sec UNITN data.  This is  an 
important factor when acquiring  longer resting  scans  is not 
possible.  AVA is also likely to accommodate impacts  of 
smoothing,  as  differences in degree of smoothness  due to non-
neural factors  may reduce the number of peaks/pits but will not 
necessarily affect their degree of variance asymmetry.  Finally, a 
central aim of AVA is  to  characterize dynamics  by identifying 
regions  showing  floor-mode or ceiling-mode activity patterns, as 

these may indicate different cognitive functions  or particular 
baseline metabolic profiles  that could be identified in future work.  
Entropy measures  cannot address  this  issue as they will generate 
the same estimate to a time series y and to a time series [-1 * y].  

Variance asymmetry also offers  orthogonal information with 
respect to methods quantifying the degree of randomness  in a 
signal,  such as those evaluating the degree of diversity in signal 
values  as  quantified via Shannon's  entropy (see de Araujo et al. 
2003, for application to BOLD time series).  Shannon’s  entropy 
increases with the uniformity of the distribution and with the 
number of unique elements  in the input.  Two inputs  can have 
very different Shannon Entropy values  but the same AVA,  as  long 
as the relative variance of peaks  and pits  is similar in both.  Other 
forms  of entropy measures quantify the degree of sequential 
regularity or autocorrelation in the input (e.g.,  mutual 
information, sample entropy,  conditional entropy).  Inputs with 
sequential regularities  such as sine-wave patterns depart from 
randomness due to their autocorrelation, but as mentioned, AVA 
may be identical for a random and completely sine-like pattern.  
To summarize, AVA does not measure the randomness of  a series. 

Recent work (Petridou et al.,  2012)  examining  non-stationary 
aspects of resting  state activity has  identified several networks 
demonstrating  spontaneous BOLD events  during rest,  whose 
magnitude appears  to be similar to  task-evoked responses.  Using 
a paradigm-free sparse-regression method (SPFM;  see Caballero-
Gaudes et al.,  2011;  Caballero-Gaudes  et al.,  in press,  for 
technical development), the authors found spontaneous events  in 
several resting state networks and showed that these events 
account for non-stationary connectivity patterns  within these 
networks.  The networks  identified in that work partially overlap 
with those identified by our AVA method, including  occipital,  pre- 
and post-central gyri (note that Caballero-Gaudes  et al. used a 
limited field of view).  However, the nature of events captured by 
sparse regression appears quite distinct from the fluctuations 
associated with AVA.  Several of the networks  identified in that 
work showed as few as  2 events  in a 10min scanning  session, and 
none exceeded 10 events for any participant.  In contrast, the 
local maxima and minima constituting  our data target a feature 
derived from more rapid fluctuations,  with peaks  appearing,  on 
average, every 8-10 seconds in areas  showing  statistically 
significant AVA on the single-participant level.  Unlike SPFM, 
AVA is  not intended for detection of single peaks  within the data 
or their timing.  Instead,  the method collapses  over time to obtain 
a single metric and can also be statistically significant even when 
the time series  reflects  numerous weak spikes.  This  aspect of AVA 
is complementary to SPFM as  the latter models  the BOLD time 
series using the most parsimonious positioning of assumed event 
timings.  As  noted by Caballero-Gaudes et al.,  SPFM performs 
optimally when intrinsic events  are relatively infrequent, but less 
so if the BOLD time series reflects numerous  generated events in 
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tight procession (see,  e.g., Skipper et al., 2009 for example of such 
cases  during naturalistic movie observation).  In such cases, 
combining the two methods  can offer potential advantages as 
voxels  demonstrating  AVA patterns  may be an interesting subset 
of voxel-space for which it would be possible to implement 
appropriately calibrated paradigm-free analyses.

We finally consider the relation between AVA and the 
variance of the BOLD time series, a measure used in recent work 
to characterize developmental progression (Garrett et al.,  2010).  
As emphasized in section 3.3,  the two measures  provide 
complimentary and independent information,  with factors  that 
affect variance (e.g.,  amplitude modulation)  not affecting  AVA.  
Thus,  AVA focuses  on a specific feature of time series  dynamics 
and is  insensitive to the absolute magnitude of signal fluctuations.  
When studying features of long BOLD resting state series, 
combining AVA and raw variance measures may be useful, as 
variance alone may at least partially reflect power in low-
frequency bands.  Studying differences between BOLD dynamics 
in different-aged populations or between clinical and non-clinical 
groups using  variance measures  could be sensitive to confounds 
resulting  from vasculature effects  on BOLD, which may indicate 
apparent differences in variance due to non-neural factors.  
BOLD quantifications  using  variance will also be sensitive to 
comparisons across  MR scanners  with different field strengths,  as 
stronger fields  can measure stronger fluctuations.  In such cases, 
using  AVA can yield useful information due to its  independence 
from the absolute magnitude of  fluctuations.

4.6 Limitations and Directions for 
Future Work

Given the initial treatment of variance asymmetry in the 
current study,  our work is limited in several aspects  that should be 
clarified and tended to in future studies.  These have to do with 
specific issues of the current study, as  well as  more general 
concerns.

 With respect to the child population, we note that the cohort 
of non-clinical children had a mean IQ of 119, which is more 
than 1 standard deviation above the population mean.  This  could 
bias  the interpretation of the result since the children cohort 
studied is not representative of the random population and may 
reflect a particularly intelligent subgroup.  

Some analyses decisions  could also have impacted the results.  
From the UNITN dataset we chose to remove independently 
acquired autonomic nervous  system (ANS) cardiac and respiration 
data,  and from the other datasets  we used proxy information from 
CSF time series.  As we noted in prior work (Iacovella & Hasson, 
2011), while correlates  of ANS indices  are typically considered 
physiological noise, BOLD time series  in certain regions  may 
correlate with physiological fluctuations  due to the fact that those 
regions  are involved in information processing  that is  tightly linked 

to immediate fluctuations  in ANS activity rather than via 
physiological effects  on the BOLD signal.  In that case, removing 
BOLD variance explained by ANS fluctuations  could remove 
meaningful activity components from these regions.  Future work 
could attempt to independently identify regions  where BOLD 
fluctuations  correlate with ANS indices,  and evaluate their AVA 
metrics before and after removal of  ANS-related BOLD variance.

An additional limitation of the current work pertains to the 
analysis  of data from different sites.  Because we wanted to 
average AVA maps within each participant,  we obtained datasets 
where more than one resting  scan was  available for each 
participant.  Consequently, the children and adult data were 
collected on different scanners  using different protocols.  Ideally, 
both datasets  should have been optimally collected at the same 
site and future work should collect data across age groups  at the 
same site.  Scanning different populations raises  the susceptibility 
of signal quality differences  or differential effect of motion-
induced artifacts due to different during-scan movement patterns 
(Power et al., 2012).  For adults, AVA clusters  partitioned into 3 
different networks.  For children, AVA was found in medial 
regions  relatively insensitive to motion, as  well as in fronto-parietal 
regions.  These patterns  do not rule out an effect  of motion  
(which,  although corrected for, surely exists  in some form), but  do 
argue against a decisive role for motion as the major cause of 
these patterns.

When evaluating regions  where AVA differed for adults  and 
children,  we found that the differences  were driven by differences 
in σ2(peaks) or σ2(pits).  Examining  features of the peaks  and pits 
separately could prove a fruitful direction for future work.  
Temporal features of between-peak intervals as well as  the 
dynamics  of the amplitude changes  themselves  may carry 
important information and could be analyzed via techniques such 
as phase-space analysis. 

Finally, we consider limitations  and constraints  of the 
method itself that result  from its  formal features  or its  reliance on 
the BOLD signal in the current work.  First,  while AVA is 
intended to identify a type of non-random type of fMRI signal 
fluctuation,  it identifies  a particular subset of non-random 
fluctuation.  It does  not identify brain areas  exhibiting symmetric 
bi-stable states  during rest, (Freyer et al., 2009;  Freyer et al.,  2011); 
states in which transitions  occur symmetrically between two 
equally strong attractors.  Similarly, regions that tend to stay at a 
modal state,  with occasional spikes  of activation and deactivation 
of similar magnitude will not be identified as  the variance of 
maxima and minima would be similar.  Cases where departures 
are just positive or just negative will also  not be identified if 
departures are consistently of similar magnitude.  Such infrequent 
events  have been documented in the DMN (Petridou et al.,  2012).  
Well-behaved sine-like oscillations similarly do no show AVA.  
Finally, if a regions' resting-state activity profile is non-stationary 
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and oscillates  equally between floor-mode and ceiling-mode 
patterns over time, aggregation over the entire time-series  would 
obfuscate this pattern from an AVA analysis.  Computing AVA 
along  the time series in appropriate sliding windows  would solve 
this  particular issue.  To summarize,  there exist  several profiles of 
spontaneous  resting state activity that would not be identified with 
AVA. AVA should be considered complementary to methods  such 
as those mentioned above that can identify these profiles. 

AVA analysis  of the BOLD signal as  performed in the 
current study may suffer from false negatives  (misses)  due to the 
non-linearity of the BOLD response.  Numerous  studies 
examining  responses to exogenous stimuli show that BOLD scales 
non-linearly with stimulus  duration (e.g., Miller et al., 2001).  
Assuming that AVA reflects  neural activity bursts  of different 
lengths, non-linearity could lead to reduced manifestation of AVA 
in the resulting BOLD signal or potential suppression of 
observable AVA altogether.  This  is  because non-linearity can 
make the BOLD amplitude of a strong  neural response appear 
similar to that  of a weaker response.  Combining the amplitude 
parameter with a temporal signature (e.g., the relative duration in 
the 'up' or ‘down’ states)  may allow more sophisticated 
differentiation between states  than afforded by the identification of 
peaks  and pits  alone.  A related question is  the extent to which 
BOLD transients reflect neuronal, vascular or hemodynamic 
effects. BOLD transients  may reflect a hemodynamic, non-neural 
origin, e.g.,  due to temporal offsets  between CBF and CBV 
changes  (e.g.,  Obata et al., 2004).  Whether different CBF:CBV 
offsets  can lead to  BOLD AVA,  and if so,  what is  the nature of 
the relationship between the amplitude of physiologically-induced 
transients  and neural activity is an issue for future work.  Analyses 
of perfusion data could potentially address  this  issue by directly 
studying cerebral blood flow patterns.  

In relation to this,  it  may be that differences  in the non-
linearity of the BOLD response itself may account for differences 
in AVA seen between adults  and children.  This  is  a general issue 
underlying  any fMRI analysis comparing different population 
groups that differ by age,  clinical status or any other parameter 
that  could be related to flow dynamics  and vascular compliance.  
For instance,  if the non-linearity profile of the BOLD response 
differs across  population, saturates  more quickly,  or has a more 
limited dynamic range,  then this  could result in more uniform 
activity for one group than another, thus  inducing  differences  in 
AVA.  Indeed,  the impact of non-neural factors is a generic 
concern when comparing populations: these factors can drive 
differences  in functional connectivity, determine differences  in 
BOLD percent signal change, or affect the magnitude of BOLD 
resting  state variance.  The use of non-hemodynamic measures  is 
therefore an important direction for future work. 

4.7 Summary
We presented novel principles underlying  resting  state 

activity in adults  in children, derived from a method for analysis  of 
resting  state activity that is focused on non-oscillatory, rapid 
aspects of BOLD dynamics.  The current work shows  that in 
adults, sensory regions  show spontaneous, floor-mode activity 
patterns with greater variance of local maxima than local minima 
in the signal,  and that these spontaneous  patterns  are driven by 
three separate processes  rather than a single one.  A comparative 
analysis  with children's  data demonstrated qualitative 
developmental differences,  but indicated that even at a young age, 
signs of adult-like activity patterns  can be found,  and that these 
are correlated with IQ.  The relation of such spontaneous activity 
patterns to behavioral measures and other clinical states are 
interesting avenues for future work.
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